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The homeodomain (HD) protein Bicoid (Bcd) is
thought to function as a gradient morphogen that
positions boundaries of target genes via threshold-
dependent activation mechanisms. Here, we analyze
66 Bcd-dependent regulatory elements and show
that their boundaries are positioned primarily by
repressive gradients that antagonize Bcd-mediated
activation. A major repressor is the pair-rule protein
Runt (Run), which is expressed in an opposing
gradient and is necessary and sufficient for limiting
Bcd-dependent activation. Evidence is presented
that Run functions with the maternal repressor Cap-
icua and the gap protein Kruppel as the principal
components of a repression system that correctly
orders boundaries throughout the anterior half of
the embryo. These results put conceptual limits on
the Bcd morphogen hypothesis and demonstrate
how the Bcd gradient functions within the gene
network that patterns the embryo.INTRODUCTION
The ‘‘morphogen’’ hypothesis states that gradients of morpho-
genetic activities provide spatial information that positions
different cell fates along the axes of developing embryos (Wol-
pert, 1996). Protein gradients exist in many developing systems
(reviewed in Rogers and Schier, 2011), but it is not clear how
many concentration thresholds can be provided by a single
gradient, or how gradients contribute to the robust systems
that ensure body plan consistency within species.
InDrosophila a network of transcription factors establishes the
body plan along the anterior posterior (AP) axis. At the top of this
network is the Bicoid (Bcd) gradient, which is formed by diffusion
from a localized RNA source near the anterior pole (Driever and
Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 1988b; Little et al., 2011). The Bcd protein
contains a DNA-binding homeodomain (HD) and activates target
genes that are expressed in bands and stripes (Driever and Nu¨s-
slein-Volhard, 1989; Ochoa-Espinosa et al., 2005; Struhl et al.,
1989). Posterior boundaries of these bands and stripes are618 Cell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.precisely registered along the AP axis, foreshadowing the orga-
nization of the mature body plan.
Several experiments suggest that Bcd functions as
a morphogen. For example, increasing bcd gene copy number
shifts the posterior boundaries of Bcd-dependent target genes
(Gao et al., 1996; Struhl et al., 1989) and the cephalic furrow (a
morphological feature) toward the posterior (Driever and Nu¨s-
slein-Volhard, 1988a).With six or seven copies of bcd, the poste-
rior shifts are very dramatic, but remarkably, the embryos survive
to fertile adulthood due to compensation mechanisms (Namba
et al., 1997). Thus, the absolute positioning of individual bound-
aries with respect to the embryonic poles is not essential for
development (in the lab).
In recent years more direct challenges to the Bcd morphogen
hypothesis have arisen in the literature. First, boundary shifts
caused by copy number changes are less dramatic than pre-
dicted by the threshold model (Gao and Finkelstein, 1998; Gao
et al., 1996; Houchmandzadeh et al., 2002). Second, there is
no strong correlation between boundary position and the Bcd-
binding strength of target gene enhancers (Ochoa-Espinosa
et al., 2005; Segal et al., 2008). Thus, differential binding sensi-
tivity to Bcd is not the primary design principle that positions
Bcd-dependent expression boundaries.
To test the Bcd morphogen hypothesis, we recently used
genetic experiments to significantly flatten the Bcd gradient
(Ochoa-Espinosa et al., 2009). We further altered Bcd concen-
tration by changing bcd gene copy number. Bcd target genes
responded to the flattened gradients in two ways. Three target
genes (the head gap genes orthodenticle [otd], empty spiracles
[ems], and buttonhead [btd]) formed correctly ordered expres-
sion domains with shifted but well-defined posterior boundaries.
Three other target genes (the trunk gap genes giant [gt],
hunchback [hb], and Kruppel [Kr]), responded in an all or none
fashion to the flattened gradients of Bcd. Very low levels of
Bcd could activate zygotic hb and Kr, but approximately twice
as much was required for activation of gt (Ochoa-Espinosa
et al., 2009). Importantly, all six tested target genes were acti-
vated by less Bcd than the amounts present at their boundary
positions in wild-type embryos. Thus, it was suggested that
Bcd concentrations are in excess at every position within the
wild-type gradient.
Why are target gene boundaries formed in regions where there
is more Bcd than the minimal amount required for activation?
Figure 1. Identification of Bcd-Dependent Enhancers
(A) Testing candidate enhancers from two sources: Bcd ChIP-chip data (Li
et al., 2008) and Bcd-binding site cluster predictions (Lifanov et al., 2003).
There were 34 known Bcd-dependent enhancers (red) when this study started.
Of 77 tested candidate fragments (blue), 37 drive expression in early NC14
embryos. A total of 32 are Bcd dependent, and 5 (in parentheses) are not
altered in bcd mutants. There were 40 fragments that tested negative (green).
Note that a single in vivo-bound region may contain multiple local binding
peaks. Thus, 55 fragments were tested from the top ‘‘50’’ chromatin immu-
noprecipitated (ChIPed) genomic regions.
(B) Expression patterns of 32 Bcd-dependent enhancers in early NC14
embryos. Embryos here and throughout this paper are oriented with anterior to
the left and dorsal up (see also Figures S1 and S2).Perhaps repressors present in middle regions of the embryo can
set boundaries of Bcd-dependent expression patterns. For
example the Capicua (Cic) repressor is required for setting the
posterior boundaries of Bcd target genes that are expressed in
the future cephalic region (Lo¨hr et al., 2009). Also, the Kr
repressor sets the posterior boundaries of sloppy-paired 1
(slp1) and even-skipped (eve) stripe 2 (Andrioli et al., 2004; Small
et al., 1991; Stanojevic et al., 1991). However, it is not clear
whether these repressive activities correctly order boundaries
of different target genes.
Here, we describe a systems approach to better understand
the Bcd-dependent patterning system. We use bioinformatics,
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-Chip data and in vivo
reporter gene assays to collect and verify 66 Bcd-dependent
enhancers and sequence mining to identify overrepresented
motifs that correlate with boundary positioning. One prominent
motif is a binding site for Runt (Run) protein, which is expressed
in a transient-graded pattern that directly opposes the Bcd
gradient (Gergen and Butler, 1988). We show that Run functions
withCic andKr to limit Bcd-dependent activation and that repres-
sion is required for correctly ordering target gene boundaries.
RESULTS
Identification of 32 Bcd-Dependent Enhancers
To further understand the relationship between Bcd binding and
embryo patterning, we collected a relatively large set of Bcd-
dependent regulatory elements, starting with 34 enhancers that
were previously validated in the literature (see Table S1 available
online). We used two sets of criteria for predicting Bcd-depen-
dent enhancers in genomic sequences: published ChIP-Chip
data for Bcd (Li et al., 2008) and a clustering algorithm that deter-
mines Bcd-bindingmotif density (Lifanov et al., 2003). Candidate
enhancers were attached to a lacZ reporter gene and targeted to
a specific genomic location selected for its clean background
and high activation level (Bateman et al., 2006; Figure S1).
The ChIP-Chip data show nearly 700 genomic regions that
bind Bcd in the embryo with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 1%
(Li et al., 2008). Of the 34 previously known Bcd-dependent
enhancers, 22 map to genomic regions that appear in the 50
strongest ChIP-Chip signals. We therefore tested fragments
(HC_01–HC_33) from all remaining regions in the top 50 list
(see Experimental Procedures; Figure 1A). Remarkably, 28 of
the 33 tested fragments drove expression during nuclear cycle
14 (NC14) (Figures 1B and S1). Crossing these reporter genes
into embryos lacking bcd showed that the expression patterns
of 24 of the 28 were either completely abolished (18) or shifted
anteriorly (6), confirming their dependence on Bcd (Figure S2).
The homotypic-clustering model (Experimental Procedures)
identified 221 genomic regions with high densities of Bcd site
motifs. Of the 34 previously known enhancers, this model
correctly predicted 15, but 5 of these do not overlap with the
top 50 ChIP-Chip signals (Figure 1A). Thus, we used the clus-
tering model to filter the list of 1% FDR ChIP-Chip signals below
the top 50 and tested 25 fragments contained in both sets
(HC_34–HC_58). Of these elements, 8 drove Bcd-dependent
expression in the early embryo, bringing the total number of
known Bcd-dependent enhancers to 66. We also tested 19elements predicted by the clustering model that do not appear
in the ChIP-Chip list (HC_59–HC_77). None directed expression
in the early embryo, despite having what appear to be strong
clusters of Bcd-binding sites (see Discussion).
A Common Sequence Motif in Enhancers with Shared
Boundary Positions
During early NC14 the 66 Bcd-dependent enhancers drive
expression patterns with boundaries at a large number of posi-
tions along the AP axis (Figure 2A). Six enhancers (type 0) driveCell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 619
Figure 2. Overrepresented Run-Binding Sites in Type I Enhancers
(A) Schematics of expression patterns driven by 66 known Bcd-dependent enhancers. Colored blocks above each line show the expression patterns driven by
individual enhancers in early NC14 embryos. The left end of each line represents the anterior tip of the embryo (100%EL). The enhancers are classified by the
positions of their Bcd-dependent posterior boundaries (see text). Type 0 is in green, type I in orange, and type II in blue.
(B) Actual counts of specific hexamers in type I and type II enhancers. p values were calculated by using an exact binomial test (Experimental Procedures). The
top-four overrepresented hexamers can be aligned (orange rectangle).
(C) Motif derived from type I enhancers by using a discriminativeMEME algorithm and the type II sequences as negative filter (Bailey et al., 2010). This motif is very
similar to Run domain transcription-factor-bindingmotifsDrosophilaRun and humanRunx1 (D). p valueswere determined by the TOMTOMprogram (Gupta et al.,
2007).
(E) Correlation between Run-binding site number (y axis) and PBP (x axis) for all Bcd-dependent enhancers. Each enhancer is represented by a single diamond,
and aggregate binding strength (estimated by the STUBB algorithm) is represented by the color of each diamond according to the heat map shown (see also
Figure S3 for in vivo Run-binding data).
(F) Bcd and Run protein expression patterns in an early NC14 embryo.
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reporter expression patterns (green) that are limited to the ante-
rior-most 25% of the embryo (100%–75% embryo length [EL];
100% = the anterior pole), which corresponds to the unseg-
mented region near the anterior pole. A total of 33 enhancers
(type I) establish expression boundaries (orange) in the region
between 75% and 65% EL (Figure 2A). The posterior-most
boundary in this group is formed by the eve stripe 1 enhancer,
which marks the cephalic furrow, the division between the
presumptive head and thorax. Finally, 27 enhancers (type II)
form boundaries in embryonic regions posterior to the cephalic
furrow (Figure 2A, blue).
If repressors present in middle regions of the embryo help set
boundary positions of type I patterns, their binding sites might
be overrepresented in type I enhancers. By contrast, these
same binding sites should be lacking or underrepresented in
type II enhancers, which drive expression in regions where
repressors might be present. We used an enumerative method
to evaluate the distribution of all possible hexamers in the
sequencesof type I and type II enhancers. Then,weusedanexact
binomial test (Experimental Procedures) to assess significance of
hexamer count differences between the two types. At a stringent
cutoff p value (0.005), only six hexamers are significantly overrep-
resented in type I enhancers compared to type II enhancers (Fig-
ure 2B). The top four can also be aligned, producing a composite
hexamer ACCRCA (Figure 2B). We also applied a discriminative
motif discovery tool (DREME) to search type I enhancers by using
type II enhancers as negative filter (Experimental Procedures).
A motif that contains the ACCRCA core was discovered (Fig-
ure 2C), which shows a very high similarity to canonical binding
motifs for Run domain proteins (Melnikova et al., 1993), including
Drosophila Run and human Runx1 (Figure 2D).
We then checked the distribution of Run-binding sites in all
Bcd-dependent enhancers by using the Drosophila Run-binding
motif (Figure 2E). High-affinity Run-binding sites (with matching
p < 0.0005) are significantly enriched in type I enhancers (p <
107; one-tail Poisson) and underrepresented in type II (p =
0.0026). We also calculated a cutoff-free index (Stubb score;
Sinha et al., 2006), which represents integrated input over all
potential Run sites. Type I enhancers show significantly higher
Stubb scores than type II enhancers (Figure 2E). Finally, we
checked the ChIP-Chip data, which show Run binding to 82%
of type I enhancers, but only to 50% of type II, with generally
weaker signals (Figure S3).
Run-Binding Activity Is Sufficient for Repression of Type
I Enhancers
run was identified as a pair-rule mutation (Gergen and Wie-
schaus, 1985) and is expressed in a seven-striped pattern in
NC14 embryos (Gergen and Butler, 1988). However, run is first
expressed ubiquitously in NC10 embryos and then repressed
in anterior-most regions in NC12, forming a broad domain in
middle regions that lasts until very early in NC14 (Figure 2F).
Run protein at the anterior edge of this domain forms a gradient
that directly opposes the Bcd gradient, consistent with a poten-
tial role as a repressor. To test this, we used a hs-run transgene
to induce ubiquitous expression in early NC14 (Tsai and Gergen,
1994). This caused a strong repression of reporter gene expres-
sion driven by all 15 tested type I enhancers (Figure 3B; data notshown). In contrast, patterns driven by all tested type 0 (two) and
type II (seven) enhancers were not detectably altered in embryos
with ubiquitously expressed Run (Figures 3A and 3C; data not
shown).
To test whether Run-binding sites are sufficient for establish-
ing posterior boundaries, we introduced one, two, or three
Run-binding sites into a type II enhancer from the hb gene
(hbP2-lacZ, Figures 3D–3H; Table S2). The hbP2 enhancer
contains four high-affinity Bcd-binding sites (p < .0005), but no
native Run-binding sites, and forms a posterior boundary at
55% EL. Adding Run sites to this enhancer progressively
shifted the posterior boundary of hbP2-lacZ expression toward
the anterior (Figures 3E–3G). We also constructed a hbP2-lacZ
reporter gene in which the nucleotides we changed to insert
Run sites were mutated to other nucleotides (Figure 3H). The
posterior boundary formed by this reporter appears at a position
very similar to that formed by the wild-type enhancer (Figure 3D).
Finally, we crossed all hbP2-lacZ reporter genes into runmutants
(Figures 3D–3G; data not shown). This caused posterior expan-
sions of patterns driven by reporters containing Run sites
(Figures 3E–3G), but no change in the patterns driven by the
wild-type and the scrambled site reporter. Finally, we inserted
Run-binding sites into a second type II enhancer (HC_01, Fig-
ure 1B; Table S2), which caused an anterior shift of the posterior
boundary similar to that seen with the hbP2-lacZ reporter (Fig-
ure S4). Together, these experiments show that direct Run
binding can set Bcd-dependent boundaries.
Run Is Required for Boundary Positioning of Multiple
Bcd Target Genes
We next tested whether endogenous Run sets posterior bound-
aries of real Bcd target genes by examining expression
patterns in run mutant embryos. Consistent with previous
results, loss of run caused ectopic expression of the head
gap gene otd in the posterior part of the embryo (Figure 4A).
Careful measurements revealed that the posterior boundary
of the anterior otd expression domain also shifts posteriorly
by 3% in run mutants. This shift was more significant in early
NC14 embryos (68.9% ± 1.8% EL in run [n = 10] compared to
72.2% ± 1.6% EL in wild-type [n = 48]) but was still detectable
in mid-NC14 embryos (Figure 4A). Other anterior genes regu-
lated by type I enhancers, including ems (Figure 4B) and slp1
and slp2, also showed similar boundary shifts in run embryos
(Figure S5).
We also examined a reporter gene containing the otd EHE
enhancer in run mutants (Figure 4C). The pattern driven by this
enhancer showed an expansion similar to that seen for the
endogenous otd gene. This enhancer contains seven Run-
binding sites; we mutated these sites (Table S2), which caused
a posterior shift of the expression boundary similar to that seen
for the wild-type enhancer in run mutants (Figure 4C).
Combinatorial Repression Establishes the Correct
Order of Bcd-Dependent Expression Boundaries
The boundary shifts of endogenous expression patterns
observed in run mutants (Figures 4 and S5) are modest (3%
EL) compared to the dramatic shift (15% EL) observed when
the hbP2-lacZ reporter gene with three inserted Run sites wasCell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 621
Figure 3. Run Is Sufficient to Antagonize Bcd-Dependent Activation
(A–C) Expression patterns of reporter genes containing type 0 (A), type I (B), and type II enhancers (C) in embryos also carrying a hs-run construct. The left embryo
of each pair was raised at room temperature (wt); the right embryo was heat shocked to induce ubiquitous expression of Run (hs-run).
(D–H) Expression patterns of a reporter gene carrying the wild-type hb P2 enhancer (D) or mutated forms of the enhancer with one (E), two (F), or three introduced
Run-binding motifs (G). Patterns are shown in wild-type (wt) and run3mutants as indicated. (H) Expression of a mutated form of the hb P2 reporter in which each
inserted Run motif in (G) (green box) was mutated to a different unrelated sequence (a, b, c). PBPs (% EL; mean ± SD) and sample sizes (n) are shown for each
experiment.
See also Figure S4 and Table S2.crossed into the same mutants. One explanation is that the otd
EHE contains weak Bcd-binding sites that do not support activa-
tion in more posterior regions. Alternatively, type I enhancers
may receive inputs from other transcription repressors, in partic-
ular Cic and/or Kr. We tested this by genetically removing both
run and maternal Cic, which also causes a severe reduction in
Kr levels (Ajuria et al., 2011). This double mutant caused more
dramatic expansions of head gap patterns than observed in
either single mutant (Figure S5).
To test whether the correct registry of gene expression bound-
aries is affected in these mutants, we performed multiplex FISH
experiments to simultaneously detect three Bcd-dependent
expression patterns. We compared otd, slp1, and gt (anterior
domain), which have well-separated posterior boundaries
(Figures 5A and 5E). In single run or cic mutants, there were
noticeable posterior shifts of all three boundaries, but no change
in their spatial order (Figures 5B, 5C, 5F, and 5G). In the double
mutant, however, the increased expansions of otd and slp1
extended to a point where they completely overlapped with the
gt posterior boundary (Figures 5D and 5H).
To test whether overlapping boundaries disrupt AP segment
formation in the cephalic region, we assayed expression of
engrailed (en), a segment polarity gene expressed in five
anterior domains that mark anlage for cephalic segments (Fig-622 Cell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.ure 5I). In single run or cic mutants, all five expression domains
were still detectable (Figures 5J and 5K). However, in double-
mutant embryos only a single expression pattern was observed
(Figure 5L). These results suggest that the double mutant
causes drastic head defects, consistent with the loss of nor-
mally registered expression boundaries. Also, because the
amplitude and shape of the Bcd gradient appear unchanged
from wild-type in all mutant embryos (Figure S6), we conclude
that the formation of specific head segments and the spatial
registration of multiple Bcd-dependent expression boundaries
are formed primarily by antagonistic repression of the Bcd
gradient.
Patterned run Expression Persists in Embryos with
Flattened Bcd Gradients
Repression by Run andCic provides amechanism that is consis-
tent with the idea that boundaries of Bcd target genes are nor-
mally set in positions where Bcd concentrations are in excess
of those required for activation. We previously showed that
boundaries of some target genes (the type I genes otd, ems,
and btd) are correctly ordered in double-mutant (exuperantia
vasa [exu vas]) embryos that flatten the Bcd gradient (Ochoa-
Espinosa et al., 2009). Are Run and/or Cic involved in setting
these boundaries?
Figure 4. Run Is Required for Boundary Positioning of Bcd Target
Genes Regulated by Type I Enhancers
(A and B) otd (A) and ems (B) expression in wild-type embryos (wt) andmutants
lacking run mRNA (run3). See Figure S5 for effects on other Bcd-dependent
genes. Arrow in (A) shows the posterior duplication of otd in run3.
(C) Expression of an otd-lacZ reporter gene in a wild-type embryo (top), in
a run3 embryo (middle), and when Run sites within the otd enhancer were
mutated (bottom). To orient the embryos precisely along the DV axis, theywere
costained with sna, which labels the ventral-most region of the embryos. PBP
measurements for each experiment are shown in the plots on the right. Each
horizontal blue line represents the expression pattern in a specific region
(75%–65%EL) of a single embryo, with the expression boundary shown as the
point at the end of the line. Mean ± SD and sample sizes (n) are shown for each
experiment; mean boundary positions are also marked by red bars. p values
were calculated by using a one-tail t test. All plots are colinear with the scale at
bottom right. Striped patterns of runRNA in (B) and (C) aremarked by red stars.
See also Table S2.In addition to the anterior expression domains of otd, ems, and
btd, exu vas mutant embryos show posterior stripes of all three
genes, arranged with anterior boundaries in mirror image to the
order of boundaries in anterior regions (Ochoa-Espinosa et al.,
2009). Because the terminal system functions through a graded
phosphorylation cascade at both poles (Furriols and Casanova,
2003), it could in principle account for the observed mirror image
expression patterns (Gao et al., 1996). To test this, we useda triple-mutant chromosome (evt) that contains exu, vas, and
a null mutation of torso (tor), which encodes the terminal system
receptor, and varied bcd copy number (Figures 6A–6D). The
additional removal of the terminal system completely abolished
the posterior otd, ems, and btd stripes observed in exu vas
embryos, but each target gene was still expressed in an anterior
domain with a sharp posterior expression boundary (Figures 6G–
6I, 6L–6N, and 6Q–6S). In embryos with six copies of bcd,
boundaries were established very near the center of the embryo
(Figures 6G, 6L, and 6Q); reducing bcd copy number shifted
these boundaries to more anterior positions (Figures 6H, 6I,
6M, 6N, 6R, and 6S).
Because the gradient of Cic-repressive activity is abolished in
terminal system mutants (Jime´nez et al., 2000), it is unlikely that
Cic-mediated repression is involved in forming these bound-
aries. Thus, we assayed the run RNA expression pattern in evt
embryos. run is indeed expressed, and the anterior run
boundary, normally positioned at 65%EL (Figure 6U), shifts
with bcd copy number in the evt mutant background, always
forming at a position that abuts the posterior boundaries of the
head gap genes (Figures 6V–6X). This strongly supports the




In this paper we identified 32 enhancers that respond to Bcd-
dependent activation and form expression boundaries at
different positions along the AP axis of fly embryos. To our
knowledge, adding these elements to the 34 previously known
enhancers constitutes the largest data set of in vivo-tested
and -confirmed enhancers regulated by a specific transcription
factor in all of biology.
The 32 confirmed enhancers were identified among 77 tested
genomic fragments, which were selected because they showed
in vivo-binding activity (Li et al., 2008), or they conformed to
a stringent homotypic-clustering model for predicted Bcd-
binding sites (Lifanov et al., 2003), or both. All seven previously
unknown fragments showing in vivo binding and a predicted
site cluster directed Bcd-dependent transcription in the early
embryo. Other fragments from the top 50 ChIP-Chip signals
(which do not conform to the clustering model) were also very
likely (21 of 26) to test positive in the in vivo test, but this likeli-
hood drops significantly (9 of 25) in a set of fragments from lower
on the list of ChIP-Chip fragments. Interestingly, of 19 tested
fragments that contain clusters of predicted sites, but no in vivo
binding activity, not 1 tested positive in vivo. These results
suggest that in vivo binding assays are much better predictors
of regulatory function than simple site-clustering algorithms
alone.
One explanation for the failure of these predicted site clusters
to bind Bcd in vivo is that they lie in heterochromatic regions of
the genome that prevent site access. However, because they
fail to function when taken out of their normal context (in reporter
genes), whatever is preventing activation must be a property of
the fragment itself and not its location in the genome. Interest-
ingly, a number of Bcd site cluster-containing fragments driveCell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 623
Figure 5. The Correct Order of Bcd-Dependent Boundaries Is Established by Combinatorial Repression
Left column shows triple FISH of otd, slp1, and gt in wild-type (A), run (B), cic (C), and run cic double-mutant (D) embryos. White rectangles indicate the
regions used for image quantification. Middle column. Quantification of otd, slp1, and gt in wild-type (E), run (F), cic (G), and run cic double-mutant (H)
embryos. The y axis represents normalized intensities. See Figure S6 for quantifications of Bcd gradients in the four genotypes. Right column shows enmRNA
patterns in stage 10–11 embryos. In wild-type embryos (I), en is expressed in five head domains that foreshadow the ocular (oc), antennal (an), intercalary (ic),
mandibular (md), and maxillary (mx) segments. In run (J) and cic (K) mutant embryos, the head region appears enlarged, and all cephalic en domains are still
visible. In double-mutant embryos (L), only a single cephalic en domain (oc) is observed. Arrow in (L) points to the oc on the opposite side of the embryo.expression later in development (Z.X., H.C., J. Huang, C. Rush-
low, and S.S., unpublished data). We propose that these frag-
ments fail to bind Bcd because they lack sites for cofactors
that facilitate Bcd binding. In preliminary experiments we have
observed that Bcd-activated fragments contain on average
more binding sites for the ubiquitous activator protein Zelda
(Zld) than those that fail to activate (Z.X., H.C., J. Huang, C.
Rushlow, and S.S., unpublished data). Zld has been shown to
be critical for timing the zygotic expression of hundreds of genes
in the maternal to zygotic transition (Liang et al., 2008; Struffi
et al., 2011).
The Role of Repressors in Registering Bcd-Dependent
Expression Boundaries
Our results suggest strongly that a gradient of Run protein plays
a major role in limiting Bcd-dependent activation. Run seems to
work as part of a repression system that also includes Cic and
possibly Kr (Figures 7A–7E). Expression boundaries in the region
anterior to the presumptive cephalic furrow shift toward the
posterior in run and cic mutants, and the double mutant causes
boundaries that are normally well separated to collapse into
a single position (Figures 5D and 5H).624 Cell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.The use of multiple repressors permits flexibility in binding site
architecture within enhancers that establish boundaries at
similar positions. For example type I enhancers show overrepre-
sentations of both Run (Figure 2) and Cic sites (data not shown),
but 27% lack strong matches to the Cic PWM, and 12%
lack strong matches to the Run PWM (Figure S7). Importantly,
however, all type I enhancers lacking Cic sites contain Run
sites, and those lacking Run sites contain Cic sites. We observe
multiple Kr sites in a large number of Bcd-dependent enhancers
(Figure S7), which suggests that Kr is also a major component
of the repression system that orders Bcd-dependent expres-
sion boundaries. Taken together, our data suggest that antago-
nistic repression of Bcd-mediated activation is a key design
principle of the system that organizes the AP body plan. The
repressors identified so far (Run, Cic, and Kr) are expressed in
overlapping domains with gradients at different positions
(Figures 7B–7E), consistent with the formation and ordering of
a relatively large number of boundaries throughout the anterior
half of the embryo.
The close linkage between repressor sites and Bcd sites
within discrete enhancers suggests that repression occurs via
short-range interactions that interfere directly with Bcd binding
Figure 6. Boundary Positioning in Embryos with Flattened Bcd Gradients
(A–D) Bcd gradient profiles in wild-type embryos (A) and exu vas tor (evt) triple-mutant embryos with six (B), four (C), or two copies (D) of bcd. Boxes in top panels
represent regions used for quantification (bottom panels, where the y axes represent raw intensity plots). Each color represents data extracted from a single
embryo. Mean expression profiles for each expression pattern (Experimental Procedures) are depicted by black lines.
(E–X) An exu vas tor (evt) triple-mutant chromosome was used to make embryos with flattened Bcd gradients, and bcd copy numbers were varied to provide
different levels of Bcd. Individual genes assayed are indicated on each panel.or activation. Interestingly, Cic also shows repressive effects
that seem to be binding site independent. For example some
type I enhancers do not contain recognizable Cic sites (Fig-
ure S7), but their expression boundaries expand posteriorly in
cic mutants (data not shown). This could be caused by the
reduced expression of run (Figure S5) and Kr (Ajuria et al.,
2011) in cic mutants. However, genetically removing both Kr
and run causes a less dramatic expansion than that seen in
the absence of cic (data not shown). This suggests that Cic
binds these enhancers via suboptimal sites or that it is required
for the correct patterning of another unknown repressor.
Another possibility is that these expansions are caused indirectly
by changing the balance of MAPK phosphorylation events
that control terminal patterning (Kim et al., 2011; Ronchi et al.,
1993).Integrating the Bcd Morphogen Hypothesis
with the AP-Patterning Network
Our results do not strictly falsify the Bcd morphogen hypothesis,
but they support the idea that the Bcd gradient can establish only
a ‘‘rough framework that is elaborated by the interaction of the
zygotic segmentation genes’’(Driever and Nu¨sslein-Volhard,
1988a). What is the nature of this framework, and what role
does it play in the network that precisely positions target gene
boundaries?
One component of the system, the Cic repression gradient, is
maternally produced and formed by downregulation at the poles
via the terminal patterning system (Jime´nez et al., 2000). This
gradient is formed independently of Bcd but is critical for estab-
lishing boundaries of Bcd-dependent target genes (Lo¨hr et al.,
2009; Figures 5 and S5). In contrast, Bcd is involved in activatingCell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 625
Figure 7. A Network of Repressors Registers Bcd-
Dependent Posterior Expression Boundaries
(A–D) Expression patterns of Bcd (A), Kr (B), Run (C), and
Cic (D) in early NC14 embryos. Boxes represent regions
used for quantification.
(E) Average expression profiles of Bcd (n = 8), Kr (n = 6),
Run (n = 8), and Cic (n = 8).
(F) Model of gene expression boundary registration in the
anterior half of the embryo. The Cic repression gradient is
established via Tor downregulation of Cic at the anterior
tip. Bcd activates slp1 and gt, which encode repressors
that set the anterior boundaries of run and Kr transcription.
The Cic, Run, and Kr gradients repress Bcd-dependent
activation of target genes, including slp1 and gt them-
selves.
See also Figure S7 for binding-site characterizations of
each enhancer.the expression patterns of run and Kr and in repressing them in
anterior regions. Both run and Kr expand anteriorly in bcd
mutants (Hoch et al., 1990; Figure 6T). There is no evidence
that Bcd functions directly as a transcriptional repressor, so
these repressive activities are probably indirect. Previous work
showed that the Bcd target gene gt is involved in setting the
anterior Kr boundary (Wu et al., 1998; Yu and Small, 2008), and
we hypothesize that another Bcd target gene, slp1, encodes
a forkhead domain (FKH) protein that sets the anterior boundary
of the early run pattern. slp1 is expressed in a pattern reciprocal
to the run pattern and was previously shown to position the
anterior boundaries of several pair-rule gene stripes including
run stripe 1 (Andrioli et al., 2004).
These results suggest that amajor function of the Bcd gradient
is the differential positioning of two repressors, Slp1 and Gt,
which set the positions of the Run and Kr repression gradients,
which then feedback to repress Bcd-dependent target genes
(Figure 7F). How are slp1 and gt differentially positioned? One
possibility is that slp1 and gt enhancers respond to specific
concentrations within the Bcd gradient, consistent with the
original model for morphogen activity. However, the fact that
the slp1 and gt expression domains form boundaries at the
same positions in embryos lacking the Cic and Run repressors
argues against this model for these genes.
We also show that Bcd target genes normally expressed in
cephalic regions form and correctly position posterior bound-
aries in embryos containing flattened Bcd gradients (Ochoa-
Espinosa et al., 2009; Figure 6). Run is still expressed in these
embryos, specifically in a domain that consistently abuts the
boundaries of the anterior Bcd target genes, regardless of
copy number (Figure 6). This suggests that a mutually repressive
interaction between Slp1 and Run is maintained in these
embryos but does not explain how these boundaries are consis-
tently oriented perpendicularly to the AP axis. The answer might626 Cell 149, 618–629, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.lie in the fact that the flattened Bcd gradients in
these embryos are not completely flat (Figures
6B–6D) but are present as shallow gradients
with slightly higher levels in anterior regions. In
these embryos the slight changes in concentra-
tion along the AP axis might cause a bias thatenables the orientation of the mutual repression interaction. In
wild-type embryos, Bcd is much more steeply graded, which
makes this bias stronger and the boundary between these
mutual repressors more robust.
Antagonistic Repression: A General Mechanism for
Refining Morphogen Activities?
Our results suggest that antagonistic repression precisely orders
Bcd-dependent expression boundaries. However, repression
may not be required for the activity of all morphogens. For
example the extracellular signal activin has been shown to acti-
vate target genes in a threshold-dependent manner in isolated
animal caps from frog embryos (Gurdon et al., 1998). Also,
a gradient of the transcription factor Dorsal (Dl) is critical for
setting boundaries between different tissue types along the
dorsal-ventral (DV) axis of the fly embryo (Roth et al., 1989). It
is thought that the major mechanism in Dl-specific patterning
is threshold-dependent activation (Hong et al., 2008; Jiang and
Levine, 1993), which is quite different from the system described
in this paper. One major difference between Bcd and Dl is the
number of boundaries specified: three for Dl and more than ten
for Bcd (Figure 2A). We propose that the robust ordering of
more boundaries simply requires a more complex system.
In general, though, it seems that antagonistic mechanisms
are involved in controlling the establishment or interpretation
of most morphogen activities (reviewed in Rogers and Schier,
2011). For example in the Drosophilawing disc, the TGF-b signal
Dpp forms an activity gradient that is refined by interactions
with multiple extracellular factors (Affolter and Basler, 2007).
Also, in vertebrates the signaling activity of the extracellular
morphogen Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is affected by positive and
negative interactions with specific molecules on the surfaces
of receiving cells (Allen et al., 2007, 2011; Jeong and McMahon,
2005).
There is some evidence that transcriptional repression is also
used for refining the patterning activities of extracellular mole-
cules. Dpp acts as a long-range morphogen that activates two
major target genes (optomotor blind [omb] and spalt [sal]) in
nested patterns with boundaries at different positions with
respect to the source of Dpp (Lecuit et al., 1996; Nellen et al.,
1996). Although these boundaries could in theory be formed by
differential responses to the morphogen, it is clear that the tran-
scriptional repressor Brinker (Brk), which is expressed in an
oppositely oriented gradient, also plays an important role
(Campbell and Tomlinson, 1999; Jazwinska et al., 1999; Minami
et al., 1999). The Brk gradient is itself positioned by Dpp activity
in amanner analogous to positioning of the Run and Kr repressor
gradients by Bcd (Mu¨ller et al., 2003). Also, a similar transcrip-
tional network functions in Shh-mediated patterning of the verte-
brate neural tube, where a series of spatially oriented repressors
feeds back to limit the expression boundaries of Shh-mediated
cell fate decisions (Balaskas et al., 2012).
Conceptually, thesemore complex systems are reminiscent of
the reaction-diffusionmodel proposed by Turing (1952), in which
a localized activator would activate a repressor, which would
diffuse more rapidly than the activator, and feed back on its
activity. These systems strongly suggest that the patterning
activity of a single monotonic gradient is insufficiently robust
for establishing precise orders of closely positioned expression
boundaries. By integrating gradients with repressive mecha-
nisms that refine gradient shape or influence outputs, systems
are generated that ensure consistency in body plan establish-
ment while still maintaining the flexibility required for complex
systems to evolve.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Strains, Genetics, and Heat-Shock Experiments
Fly strains and genetic manipulations are described in the Extended Experi-
mental Procedures. For heat-shock experiments, 1–3 hr embryos carrying
one copy of hs-run and one copy of a given reporter gene were collected
and transferred immediately into a 37C incubator for 20 min, allowed to
recover at 25C for 40 min, and fixed immediately. The same embryos without
the heat-shock treatment and heat-shocked yw embryos lacking the hs-run
construct were used as controls. Control embryos showed essentially wild-
type patterns. In other experiments, yw1118 flies were used as wild-type
controls if not specifically mentioned.
Transcription Factor Binding Motifs
We used the Bcd-binding motif extracted from DNase I-footprinted sites (Lifa-
nov et al., 2003). The Cic, Kr, and Runmotifs are from B1H experiments (Noyes
et al., 2008). To assay for differentially represented hexamers among enhancer
types, we used an exact binomial test to calculate the significance of a word
beingmore overrepresented in one enhancer type compared to another (Robin
et al., 2007). DREMEwas run by using the following parameters: distribution of
motif occurrences, zero or one per sequence; motif width, six to nine; and
second-order background (Bailey et al., 2010). The derived motif in Figure 2C
was compared to all known TF-binding motifs in TransAct and Jaspar data-
bases by using TOMTOM (Gupta et al., 2007). Also see detailed information
in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
Candidate Enhancers
Fragments containing in vivo Bcd-binding signals (top 50 for Bcd antibody 1; Li
et al., 2008) were selected by searching the regions from 550 bp upstream to
550 bp downstream of the primary binding peaks for Bcd motifs (cutoff PWM
score 4.2). Primers were designed to amplify the minimal sequences thatinclude all Bcd sites. For some bound regions, secondary peaks were tested
separately. Fragments containing clusters of predicted Bcd-binding sequence
motifs were selected by using a homotypic-clustering model (Lifanov et al.,
2003). See the Extended Experimental Procedures for details. Primer
sequences for all tested fragments are listed in Table S1.
Vector Construction and Transgenesis
To construct reporter genes, a 4.0 kb HindIII-SphI fragment from the pEl1
vector, which includes the eve basal promoter, the lacZ-coding region, and
the 30 UTR from the a-tubulin gene (Lawrence et al., 1987), was fused with
an attB backbone derived from a 3.5 kb HindIII-SphI fragment from the
piB-GFP vector (Bateman et al., 2006) to generate the empty vector piB-HC-
lacZ. Amplified candidate enhancers (HC_01–HC_77) were digested with BglII
(or BamHI) and AscI and inserted into the piB-HC-lacZ vector. Enhancers con-
taining inserted or mutated Run sites (Table S2) were chemically synthesized
(Integrated DNA Technologies) and inserted into the piB-HC-lacZ vector as
described above. FC31 integrase-mediated cassette exchange was used to
insert all transgenes into the 38F1 landing site (Bateman et al., 2006). Detailed
information about constructing the artificial enhancers and generating trans-
genic reporter lines is available in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
In Situ Hybridizations, Immunohistochemistry, and Image
Processing
Enzymatic in situ hybridizations were performed by using digoxigenin (DIG)-
labeled antisense RNA probes and the alkaline phosphatase assay (Small,
2000). Embryos were imaged at 2003 on a Zeiss Axioskop and analyzed by
using MATLAB (MathWorks). See the Extended Experimental Procedures for
details of measuring the posterior boundary positions (PBPs). Triple-color
FISH was performed as previously described by using DIG-labeled, fluores-
cein-labeled and biotin-labeled probes (Kosman et al., 2004). Detection and
quantification of protein profiles for Bcd, Run, Kr, and Cic were described
previously by Ochoa-Espinosa et al. (2009) and Yu and Small (2008). Also
see the Extended Experimental Procedures for the antibodies used.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at
doi:10.1016/j.cell.2012.03.018.
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